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As civic buildings, fire stations find themselves in the unusual role of being highly 
functional, technical buildings embedded in residential communities, where they 
preside over the safety of their citizens.  -The opportunities for contemporary fire 
stations are both symbolic and functional, building on the fire station’s reputation as 
a trusted civic presence and part of the history of neighbourhoods. 

The design challenge is to create an expressive, engaging structure to heighten civic 
pride, incorporating green technical advances and a move towards more transparent 
buildings that are high-functioning workplaces in times of emergency, and 
welcoming community beacons in quiet times. The vision for this contemporary 
building takes cues from the past: the iconic image of the fire station characterized 

by variable but familiar signatures of massing and features including a pitched roof, 
large fire truck doors, a hose tower and bell tower, and its’ typically solid and heavy 
load bearing walls. While the hose tower and bell tower are no longer necessary 
functional elements, the contemporary fire station carries with it a new imperative 
for sustainable citizenship that has implications for the form and the orientation of 
the station, and therefore on its image.

STREET VIEW FROM WEST

City of Edmonton Fire Hall #3
96 Street and 105 Avenue

Circa 1910’s
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A FIRE STATION FOR A NEW NEIGHBOURHOOD 

Fire station #31 will serve a new community in Southwest Edmonton. Surrounded 
by the North Saskatchewan River, Anthony Henday Drive and the Whitemud 
Creek Ravine, the new community, Windermere, will be an exemplar of the careful 
integration of the natural and built environment.

The site of Fire station #31 is located on Allan Drive, south of Dr. Margaret-
Ann Armour School. Directly to the north a low rise apartment building is under 
construction and to the south, the SE corner of Ellerslie and Allan and new 
commercial centre is nearing completion. 

The site is well located for response and meets the functional requirements of Fire 
Rescue Services. The building is a single storey, three bay design providing full fire 
services. The facility is designed to accommodate the functional requirements that 
the citizens of Edmonton have come to require and expect from an emergency
services building along with the aesthetic and technical operational levels 
commensurate with important civic architecture.

THE SITE
SITE
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1     apparatus bay
2     captain's office
3     day room
4     study
5     kitchen
6     patio
7     fitness
8     dorms
9     captain's dorms
10   universal change room  
11   duty gear room
12   generator room
13   garbage/recycling
14   bioswale
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1 apparatus bay   2 captains office   3 day room   4 study     5 kitchen   6 patio   7 fitness room   8 dorms   9 captain’s dorms   
10 universal change rooms   11 duty gear locker  12 generator   13  garbage / recycling  14 bio-swales 15 public arts
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AN ARCHITECTURE THAT
FACILITATES RESPONSE TIME

Design Opportunities Unique to Fire Station Challenges

For fire stations, the functional programming of the building plan is the most 
significant area for efficiency. Facilitating a quick response time remains the 
single most important functional aspect of station design, so a clear functional 
diagram is paramount, including a careful design of the relationship between the 
apparatus bays (working part of the station) with the firefighter domestic domains. 
Strategically placing glazed walls between the garage and domestic quarters is 
key to providing visual connections and optimal daylight and ventilation as well as 
multidirectional visual connections through the station. These visual connections 
are important for orientation, safety and facilitating quick  
response time.

The station is approximately 1,548m2 with a apparatus
bay and support spaces of 861m. Office and operational spaces, domestic 
quarters account for an additional 442m2. The remaining m2 are allocated to 
infrastructure spaces.

The station will be a post disaster, non-combustible,
sprinklered building with complete FRS Alerting System.



THE CONCEPT

NET-ZERO AMBITIONS/ THE BUILDING AS POWER PLANT

The contemporary fire station carries with it a new imperative for sustainable 
citizenship that has implications for the form and the orientation of the station. 
The design ambition is to tie the shape of the building to its capacity to generate 
energy by optimizing solar generation on the apparatus bays roof. To achieve 
‘net-zero’ the building must produce as much energy as it consumes, optimizing 
a pv clad south-facing slope means the roof can perform as an energy generator. 
Other significant sustainability opportunities include maximizing natural light 
in the work environment to reduce energy loads and improve the quality of 

the workplace, geothermal heating and cooling and storm water management 
landscape innovations. 

 LEED SILVER • 40/40/80 • NET ZERO

The City of Edmonton has taken a leadership role with this project by requiring 
the project to not only obtain LEED silver certification, but also requiring 
renewable energy equal to 1% of total building energy needs, 40% better energy 
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efficiency than NECB 2011, 40% better Green House Gas emissions than the 
base line using NECB 2011, and 80 kilowatt-hours per square meter per year for 
heating needs.

In addition to these required items, the project is also a pilot to investigate if 
achieving Net Zero Energy on an emergency response fire hall is feasible. The 
feasibility study will include viability between energy use, operational needs, and 
budget considerations.
 
LEED BD+C v4 will be the project’s selected third-party evaluation tool to confirm 
independently from the project team if it meets certain sustainability benchmarks 
under the categories of air, water, energy conservation, as well as materials and 
site selection.



ENERGY SOURCES  SOLAR AND GEOTHERMAL
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A WORKING LANDSCAPE

The building form and landscape form work together. The roof plane is lifted to 
provide a substrate for solar arrays and the ground plane pushed down to collect 
and cleanse water. Just as the roof form give the building its identity, so does the 
concave curvature of the front yard bio-swale. A concrete plinth located in the 
centre of bio-swale provides a site for public art. The ‘art plinth’ is accessed by 
way of light metal bridge which spans over the lush plantings of the bio-swale, 

specifically selected for their bold winter colouring. The open nature of the site, 
property line setbacks requirements and firetruck turning requirements mean 
the building must be located in the middle of the site. Perimeter bio-swales with 
indigenous plantings and trees act as a backdrop on all sides of the building, to 
provide stormwater permeability and unify the building and site.



THE WINTER CITY + EDMONTON’S CLIMATE

Clad in dark ironspot brick, Fire station #31’s darkness will give it a visual strength 
which will be seen as a silhouette against the prairie sky both winter and summer. 
The simple profile and the mass of masonry wall emblematically marries reference 
to the residential and the disciplined functionality of the fire station. The use of 
two brick bond types add subtle character to the façade surface. Edmonton’s 
extended daylight hours in summer and minimized daylight hours in winter will 

be expressed and gauged by the building as the glazing of apparatus bay doors 
transition from slightly reflective elements during the day to glowing apertures 
at night, offering greater and lesser views through the building from morning to 
night, summer through winter.

VIEW TO  APPARATUS BAY AND PUBLIC ENTRANCE • WEST FACADE



APPARATUS BAY



VIEW TO SCREENED PATIO WITH FITNESS ROOM BEYOND



VIEW TO  DORMS AND APPARATUS BAY • EAST FACADE


